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Glasgow Village Hotel goes mobile with hetras 

and LEGIC 

Munich, 16 December 2015  

To provide a cutting-edge mobile app for hotel guests, hetras has integrated 

LEGIC Connect, a highly secure, cloud-based trusted service platform for mobile 

key deployments. Thanks to the simple integration of the LEGIC mobile SDK, 

hetras hotel management platform can now take full advantage of LEGIC’s 

mobile key solutions.  

With its latest implementation at Village Hotel in 

Glasgow, hetras has launched a mobile app that 

uses LEGIC Connect mobile key services to 

implement a fully mobile guest journey. Guests 

cannot only check-in without queuing and open their 

hotel rooms via the hetras app, they can also book 

their next stay directly on their smartphone. The 

mobile app complements hetras’ cloud-based 

property management and central reservation 

system. The hetras app is available to hoteliers on a 

monthly subscription fee and can be customized to 

different hotel processes and brand designs.  

 

 

Benefits for both parties  

 

Rainer Troester, Senior Director Sales EMEA & Global Marketing at LEGIC, 

explains: “We are very pleased to work with hetras. They have a superb property 

management solution. The combination of our systems provides the key 

‘ingredients’ to increase sales, improve operations and enhance guest service at 

the hotel.”  

Stephan Wiesener, CTO at hetras, adds: „The LEGIC integration was simple, fast 

and provides access to LEGIC’s ‚connected’ lock vendors like Kaba. This fits 

perfectly into the hetras product strategy which is focused on great guest 

experience, powerful online distribution and a high level of process automation.“  



 

Advantages of LEGIC Connect  

LEGIC Connect is an advanced trusted service for mobile key deployments. A 

24/7 availability service and two certified IBM data centers satisfy the highest 

demands for consumer services as required in the hotel industry.  

Choosing Connect means that hetras can work with any ‚connected’ LEGIC 

partner. LEGIC Identsystems AG has partnership agreements with over 250 ID 

organizations including the major hotel lock system providers. Connecting all 

these partners to LEGIC Connect will provide hotels the same freedom of vendor 

choice they enjoy today and open the possibility to offer other mobile services to 

their guests in the future.  

 

 

High security  

 

Security is crucial when entering the mobile world. With LEGIC and hetras, the 

hotel is not required to operate its own secure data center. Instead, it can focus 

on providing the guests a superb end user experience. The hotelier can leave 

credential deployments and security to LEGIC – which is what LEGIC has done 

best for more than 20 years. LEGIC Connect is the perfect choice for easy and 

secure mobile deployments. 

 

 

About LEGIC Identsystems AG  

 
LEGIC represents an international network of companies and experts for contactless 

people identification. They design and provide hardware, software and services for ID 

applications from access control, time & attendance through to cashless payment.The 

LEGIC technology platform includes transponder and reader chips as well as software & 

services for easy management of rights and applications.  
 

About hetras  

hetras is the first company in Germany to develop a fully cloud-based management 

application for hotels and hotel chains of all sizes. hetras' hotel management system 

has been specifically designed for new generation hotels that employ a high level of 

automation. It comprises a highly efficient property management system (PMS) and a 

powerful distribution and channel management system. The system is offered on a SaaS 

basis, which means that hotels pay an all-inclusive flat fee per month, per room. hetras 

is also proud to be a technology partner of the Fraunhofer Institute’s “FutureHotel” 

project.  

For more information on hetras, contact: 

Keith Gruen, keith.gruen@hetras.com, tel. +49 89 716718510 
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